Property To Rent?

Not All Agents Are The Same!

Welcome
Welcome to Parson Your Local Independent Estate Agent.
When the time comes to let your home, how do you choose which estate agent to
appoint? You have a choice of agencies and, on the surface, most appear to do more or
less the same thing. But there is far more to letting than simply finding a tenant, and it is
critical that when the time comes, you choose the right agent for you, your property and
your situation.
At Parson Estate Agents we pride ourselves on being one of the most innovative agents in
the area.
We consider ourselves to be a professional go ahead estate agency by offering
exceptional marketing and outstanding customer service. Quite simply, we get results!
Many agents make unrealistic claims and rash promises, so here are some guidelines
which we hope will help you choose the right agent to sell your home.
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Parson Estate Agents have been serving landlords for over 8 years and as such have a very high satisfaction rate from both
landlords and tenants alike. A testament to this is the large amount of recommendations and repeat business from
previous customers.
As your Local Independent Agent we ensure attention to detail is given at all times. I personally oversee our day to day
operations and personally inspect the properties that we are entrusted to market. Testament to this when we were
voted Best Estate Agency in Norfolk in the Daily Mail awards in London which we hope sets out how we approach our
business.
May I take this opportunity of wishing you an efficient let.
Thank you for contacting Parson Estate Agents and find the true value in using us to be your chosen property professional.

….helping with your letting!

The Internet
The majority of tenants see their property on websites – in fact up to 90% of tenants start their search on the internet.
That’s why when tenants search on websites such as rightmove, they will see the most prominent advertising and be
directed to our properties for rent ahead of anyone else.

Parson.ltd.uk

Social Media
The continued growth of social media websites is astounding and if managed correctly can be a very
strong marketing tool. So Parson Estate Agents use Facebook to actively promote all of our
properties through this market leading site.
In addition, with the use of our videoettes which are shown on our own TV Channel on YouTube,
owned and linked by Google, we can market your home with a professional voiceover and given
maximum exposure through the world’s largest search engine company.

iPhone / iPad
More and more tenants are using this amazing technology! Imagine a potential
tenant standing outside your property, seeing your 'To Let' board advertising your
property as well as our iPhone App. Within 60 seconds, they could have
downloaded the app and be viewing the details of your home including photos
and be able to contact Parson directly for a viewing!
Download the Parson iPhone App now via iTunes.
DID YOU KNOW that over 25% of the population now have a smartphone...AND
according to Google, by 2013 more people will download from a hand held
phone than by a PC or laptop.

….helping with your letting!

Brochures
Presentation these days is of paramount importance and it is critical to have your property portrayed to its highest
potential to give the tenant inspiration and motivation to view your property. Our particulars with photographs and
energy performance certificates, delivers a superior presentation of our available properties.

Photography
As property professionals, we are very aware that tenants will be carefully comparing your property against other
properties on the market, usually through internet sites and you never get a second chance to make a first impression.
On average tenants spend just a few seconds looking at the main photograph and so we have to catch their eye. That’s
why we use good quality cameras and our photographers have been trained to capture the best angle and exposure of
your property, both inside and out to the highest standards.

Energy Performance Certificates
To be able to legally market your home, as a landlord, you now need to have an Energy
Performance Certificate (EPC) in place, otherwise, there can be penalties for both the
landlord and agent. As your agent, we will commission the EPC for you.

To Let Boards
Our brand is clean, crisp, professional and prominently stated. Our To Let boards are designed to get your property
noticed with their vibrant colours and having one outside your home is a great way to attract potential tenants. Of
course, with the Parson iPhone app prominently featured, buyers can instantly download the details of your home and so
creating more viewings.

Prime Office Locations
Our offices are prominently positioned within the town centre gaining maximum attention for all properties. Our Diss
offices occupies a super location on the main road through Diss directly opposite Morrisons supermarket and just up
from Tesco. Having its own Car Park for clients immediately to the rear makes Parson the real convenience agent.
Harleston office is situated within the centre of the town attracting maximum footfall and cannot be missed!
Of course, our showroom in Park Lane is just up from Marble Arch Tube Station attracting important London buyers and
your home guaranteed to be marketed from here.
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Prospective Tenants
We always have pre‐registered prospective tenants waiting to rent our homes and we pride ourselves in the speed with
which we work. Coupled with our internet presence (all properties are actively marketed through various websites
including our own www.parson.ltd.uk and rightmove.co.uk), email and call out telephone marketing you can be assured
of a pro‐active service that achieves results.

The Lettings Process
We understand that it can be a daunting process for some landlords who are perhaps just embarking on their first
property to let, right through to the experienced landlord who wishes that professional service which keeps them ahead
of the game in respect of various regulations and best practice. Indeed, when Parson receive an instruction to let a
property, we take the utmost care and common sense approach to find the right tenant to suit your property.
Once we find a suitable tenant and in principle, you are happy to proceed, we confirm likely moving dates and then
follow a referencing process which includes:
•
•
•
•

Identity for both security and money laundering
Previous Landlord References
Employment/Accountant Reference
Character References

•
•
•

Affordability
Credit Rating
Electoral Role Registration

Once these are approved we prepare an inventory of Contents and Schedule of Condition as well as executing a legal
agreement, usually an Assured Shorthold Tenancy Agreement.

….helping with your letting!

Our Service To You
Parson, Your Local Independent Estate Agent offers two services both of which assures a pro‐active service that
achieves results:
1. Let Only
We simply find you a suitable tenant including taking all the necessary references, preparing and executing the
Tenancy Agreement, signing up the tenant and handing over the keys. You the landlord then manage the
property yourself.
2. Fully managed
We have a vast experience in dealing with tenants and on occasion very challenging situations. Managing
property is a delicate subject, as it is managing both tenants and landlords expectations whilst acting on matters
which if dealt with incorrectly can have expensive legal implications. Our services include:
• Rent administration
• Regular inspections of the property
• Maintenance issues
• Mediation between landlords and tenants
• Overseas landlords and dealing with accountants on taxation matters
• Mail forwarding
• Serving section 21 notices
• Tenancy negotiation on renewal of contract*
• Dealing with a Tenancy Deposit Protection Scheme which is a legal requirement and the penalties for
non‐compliance are high*
*charges may apply in addition to management charges

Inventories/Check‐in/Check‐out
We strongly suggest you commission an Inventory clerk to produce a detailed and accurate Inventory report to help
ensure a smooth and stress free tenancy from start to finish for both the landlord and tenant. We have found that if
there is any disagreement between landlord and tenant, it is normally at the end of the tenancy when the
Inventory/Schedule is discussed. Should there be a need for a dispute resolution you can be sure you can rely on the
detailed report provided by Parson Your Local Independent Estate Agent. Our reports contain many photographs all
date stamped to ensure authenticity along with a full report on the condition of fixture and fittings such as doors, walls,
ceilings, window frames along with other such individual items. Our inventories are mutually agreed at the move in
stage with the tenant(s) and signed to acknowledge agreement and understanding.
If you decide not have an inventory or it’s not carried out in sufficient detail check‐in or check‐out, and there is a dispute
with a tenant over damage then it is fairly certain an arbitrator would side with a tenant over such disputes. Parson
Estate Agents administer a competitive fee to cover this service which encompasses the Inventory, check‐in and check‐
out for the one fee.

Tenancy Deposit Protection Scheme (TDPS)
There is a legal requirement to protect a tenants deposit into a TDPS. If neither the landlord nor the managing agent
secured this deposit and the tenant took legal action, a court could penalise three times the deposit amount as a penalty
along with the full deposit being returned to the tenant. We are members of a TDPS.

So What Now?
We hope our marketing and service exceed your expectations and we can be confident our results speak for themselves.
Please do give our Lettings Department a call on 01379 650680 to see how we can help you and to arrange a free
appraisal of your property.

….helping with your letting!

OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU
Local Expertise – Tenants overwhelmingly prefer to work with local experts, whom they regard as “in the know” so
choose a well‐established local agent, and preferably one that has the backing of a national support network.

Enthusiasm – if an agent is not enthusiastic about your property – don’t instruct them. A positive approach to letting
your home is essential if buyers are to be inspired into buying your home.

Customer Feedback – We call you within 48 hours of a viewing to give you feedback from a prospective tenant whether
it be good or bad in addition to regular market updates. This is essential to keep you informed of how the marketing of
your home is performing.

Speediest Lettings – we pledge to let your property as soon as possible with same day marketing
Valuation – Beware! It is well‐known that some agents deliberately over value in order to impress you to secure
instructions, so don’t fall into the trap of simply choosing the agent with the highest valuation. An inflated price attracts
the wrong tenants or none at all to your property, and the right tenants never see it, resulting in the property going stale
on the market. This often leads to the property falling below its true market value.
The issue of correct valuation is paramount. It is critical that you appoint an agent who not only has a track record of
successful lettings in the area (not just properties on the market) but also has a thorough working knowledge of current
tenant activity, and who can interpret prevailing market trends to your advantage

Commission –Many landlords are unaware of the considerable differences between agencies and have no alternative
than to decide whom to appoint on the level of commission charged. This is often a huge mistake and is a bit like buying a
car purely on price considerations. All cars go from A to B, but the vast price differential are related to issues of quality,
reliability, security, performance and the whole driving experience.
The same is true of letting agents. Some agents simply cannot afford to provide a level of service that is either effective or
make the letting experience hassle‐free. For example, they are often the last firms to provide adequate staff training or
post‐letting support, resulting in missed offers, lower lets and lower prices. Cut‐price estate agents usually require a higher
turnover of stock in order to survive and they are therefore likely to be less concerned about securing the best price for
their clients.
The net amount in your pocket is surely more important than the fee charged!

Directors – choose an agent that is owned and run by property professionals who are interested in your sale, rather than
by people who are simply employed to build an empire. Could you get hold of a Director if needed to?

London National Property Centre
Our London showrooms with its prestigious Park Lane address opposite Hyde Park and just 100 yards from Marble Arch
Tube station, offer an unprecedented access to the lucrative London and Investor market. Given its exceptional location
and professional staff, it’s is not surprising our National property Centre generates significant interest from affluent
buyers and committed National and International buyers. Your property could be just what they desire!

RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY SALES

CONVEYANCING

Whether you are selling at the first time buyer, mid
range, country cottage or high level executive home
with our extensive level of marketing, we are able to
arrange our marketing to suit your needs.

Our conveyancing service is unrivalled in terms of service,
price and availability. no sale –no charge. Our Price is Hard
to Beat!

MORTGAGES
Our in house mortgage desk can arrange to provide the most competitive quotes on the current mortgage market. Call
01379 650680 and ask for our mortgage desk

OVERSEAS PROPERTY
Our specialist overseas department can find the perfect home for you whether it is a retirement home, permanent
residence, investment buy to let or holiday home. We have a complete choice of apartments, villas and pool homes. Ask
about our Investment with 10%+ Returns which includes SIPP s

….helping with your letting!

….helping you with your move – not just your sale!

4 Union Street, Harleston
Norfolk IP20 9BD
01379 852200
harleston@parson.ltd.uk
www.parson.ltd.uk

9 Mavery House, Victoria Road
Diss, Norfolk IP22 4EX
01379 650680
enquiries@parson.ltd.uk
www.parson.ltd.uk

121 Park Lane
London
0207 079 1460
enquiries@parson.ltd.uk
www.parson.ltd.uk

